[Genotypic diagnosis of Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophies].
Duchenne (DMD) and Becker (BMD) are allelic forms of a X-linked neuromuscular disorder. Both are caused by mutations arising in the gene encoding dystrophin, a cytoskeletal protein. Two-thirds of DMD/BMD patients have large deletions localised in two hot spots, and the remaining cases are presumed to be caused by point mutations. Since Duchenne muscular dystrophy is a serious disorder for which at present there is no effective treatment, much emphasis has been given to prevention. This involves the ascertainment of women likely to have an affected son, and the provision of genetic counselling and prenatal diagnosis for such women. Accurate carrier detection and genetic counselling depend upon identifying the mutation itself in the proband. Large deletions are easily identified using multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) whereas detection of point mutations is restricted to a few number of specialized laboratories. Hence carrier and prenatal diagnosis in 40% of families rely heavily on indirect approaches which presents major drawbacks and are not applicable in sporadic cases of DMD or BMD. We developped a strategy for searching small alterations in the dystrophin gene. As most of the non-deletion mutations cause a premature termination of translation, we have used the Protein Truncation Test to scan specifically the dystrophin transcripts isolated from muscle biopsies. This approach allowed to detect the disease-causing mutations in more than 90% of the patients who have been investigated; his efficiency is thus significantly higher than DNA-based strategies. The identification of the mutation in non deleted sporadic cases allows the at-risks females to benefit from an accurate diagnosis. Also, the characterization of the molecular defects provides a better understanding of the molecular pathology of the dystrophin gene.